Laser scanning confocal microscopy of cervical tissue before and after application of acetic acid.
The use of high-resolution in vivo confocal imaging may offer a clinically useful adjunct to standard methods for the diagnosis and screening of epithelial precancers. This study assesses the feasibility of real-time confocal reflectance imaging of cervical tissue and the use of acetic acid as a contrast agent to increase visualization of cell nuclei. A confocal microscope was used to image cervical cells and colposcopically normal and abnormal cervical biopsy specimens. Images were obtained before and after the application of 6% acetic acid. The confocal imaging system resolved subcellular detail throughout the entire epithelial thickness. Normal and abnormal tissues were clearly able to be differentiated. Addition of acetic acid enhanced nuclear signal in all acquired images. High-contrast reflected light images of cervical tissue are attainable in near real time. Acetic acid significantly increases light scattering from cell nuclei, which may partially explain why acetowhitening occurs.